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ABSTRACT

Circular coils in toroidal fusion devices can be subjected to in plane bending moments resulting

from the interaction of the current with the inhomogeneous magnetic field. To take into account the

support of the coils both externally through the in plane structure (a central cylinder), and internally

through the out of plane structure (the coil forms a toroidal assembly which can take up the net

inward force by a reaction in the toroidal direction) the coil is modelled as a circular beam on elastic

foundation. From the solutions for a single force acting on such a beam, we derive the formulas for

an arbitrary cos nO variation of a distributed force. The general system is solved by Fourier expansion

of the in plane loads and external reaction forces. The fraction of the net inward force reacted by

the central cylinder and by the intercoil structure can be varied continously, and a minimum for the

bending moments is found for a particular value of this fraction (depending on the aspect ratio, the

stiffness of the coil, and the intercoil structure). It is suggested that the best way to optimize the design

of the toroidal coils is to choose the coil shape such that within other constraints the circumferential

length is minimal. To minimize the moments one should optimize the design of the center support

cylinder, the design of the out of plane structure and especially the distribution of the reaction force

between both. Only a small fraction (-- 20% ) of the net inward force should be taken up by a central

cylinder.
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INTRODUCTION

Except for some notable exceptions, like the spheromak and the torsatron most toroidal systems

have, as one of their basic components, magnetic coils that provide the main toroidal field. These

magnets make up a rather large fraction of the total system cost, both the conductor and magnet

structure being significant cost items, and therefore large efforts have gone into optimizing their

design.

There have been basically two approaches.

One approach considers the coils separately, neglecting the out of plane structure, and optimizes the

shape of the magnet to reduce bending moments. The first analysis by File, Mills, and Sheffield [1]

which used a filament in a simple l/R field, supported by a central cylinder, was later further refined

by taking into account the finite thickness of the coils [2] and the ripple in the toroidal field [3,4]. An

attempt to consider not only the coil shape as the primary design parameter but also proper design of

the center support structure in order to minimize in plane bending stresses, was presented by Ojalvo

and Zatz [5].

A second approach has been to model the coils, together with the out of plane structure as a con-

tinuous rotationally symmetric shell. Gray, et al. approximated the shell by a membrane [6]. Bobrov

and Schultz [7] used Reissner shell theory to analyze orthotropic shells of finite thickness and pointed

out that choosing the shape of the coils so as to minimize bending stresses may not be the optimum

strategy. 'he reason is that the additional circumferential length needed to give the coil its bending

free shape may more than outweigh the material savings resulting from its bending free properties.

Because of the intrinsic difference in the two approaches, each approach has tended to con-

centrate on a different way to support the net inward force resulting from the magnetic load. A central

column is necessary to take the net foice when the coils are considered separately while the shell
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approach is easiest when one assumes this force to be completely taken up internally. The importance

to distribute appropriately the load between both a shell structure and a central cylinder was evident

from the design of the toroidal field coils for TFTR [8]. Montgomery [9] has pointed out that the

natural bending free shape depends strongly on the way the coil is supported. It is thus important to

have a model that can include both the effect of the out of plane structure as well as the reaction of a

central column in taking up the net inward force.

In this report an approach is presented that can achieve this. The coils are considered separately,

but the effect of the out of plane structure is included by modeling the coils as a beam on elastic

foundation. The model is thus more complete than the first approach, and contrary to the second,

allows us to give different properties to the coil and the out of plane structure. With this model we

have investigated the continuum between the net centering force being taken up completely internally

(through the reaction of the elastic foundation) or being taken up completely by a central column. It

is shown that there is an optimum distribution of the reaction force between the reaction provided by

the central column and the internal reaction. At this optimum the bending moments are minimum.

This, together with the previous approaches, suggests that the best way to optimize toroidal coils

would be the following: the coil shape is chosen such that within other constraints (plasma shape,

ripple requirements) the circumferential length is minimal; the design of the center support and of the

out of plane strucutre, and the distribution of the force between both are then optimized to minimize

the moments.

MODEL

The coil is considered as a circular ring of isotropic properties, with an applied load given by the

interaction of the coil current I and the toroidal magnetic field B, for which we take a simple I/R

variation

p(N/m) = BI I pNI2

2 2 2sr ,m
In this formiula N is the number of coils. With R? = R,, + a cos 0, where R,, is the miajor radius of thc
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geometric center of the ring and a its radius (Fig. 1), we can write this as

I = p-0 NI2 I
P()=2 2wR,, I+ cosO

or

P(O)Po(1)(+ cos#

with

1 poNI2  a
x = 2 2w& and e = k

'The fact that the coil is part of a three dimensional structure is taken into account by assuming a

reaction force on the coil proportional to its displacement

f(N/m) = ky (2)

where f is the reaction force per unit length and y the displacement in the minor radial direction.

The reaction constant k can be chosen appropriately to model a very strong interaction (Alcator Bitter

plates, where it would not at all be appropriate to consider each coil separately) or a very weak one (if

the coils are not wedged and no part of the net inward force is taken up in the toroidal direction we

can even take k = 0). Note that here k is assumed to be constant and the model can also be used for

R

a e

R

Figure 1 Model for a toroidal coil.
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a coil that would be supported at its periphery by springs which would give a reaction proportional to

the displacement.

Two different models are used for the central column, either a concentrated force or a distributed

force. The distribution of the reaction between the elastic foundation, modeling the out of plane

structure, and the central cylinder can be varied continuously.

The solution is derived from the known solutions of a circular ring on an elastic foundation,

subjected to a concentrated force P (Fig. 2).

From [101 we have

= (EI _ Acosh ao cos,80 + Bsinh ao sin#

M = + Asinh aosin## + Bcosh ao cosf)

PQ = 2 [(aA - /B)cosh aosin # + (#A + aB)sinh aocos fp]

N = 2(~ Asinh ao sin ## - Bcosh ao cos flo

where

r'k
I+y=EI

V2

A = acosh air sin/7r -/3sinh air cos 07r

q(sinh2alr + sin2 ir)

B= asinh ar cos#7r - cosh arsin3ir (3)
?i(sinh2alr + sin 2 #0

These results, which give y(#) for a force applied at # = 7r, can also be considered as the

displacement y at 7r for a force at # (Fig. 3). If we take the force to be P = t(#) rdo and perform

the integration we can find the displacement at 0 = 7r for a distributed force t(O). It can further
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M

N

p= ky

N+dN
. M+dM

Q+dQ

Figure 2 Definition of angles, moments and forces. Also shown is the dis-

placement y for a point force P.

be generalized by making the reference axis not vertical, but at an angle 0 (Fig. 4). Still measuring

0 from this reference axis we can get the displacement at an arbitrary location, for an arbitrary

distribution of the force, and more particularly for

P = -p()rdo = -prd
+ ecos(7r+ +#)

We thus have

1 I 1+cos + # ' X) 4aEI ( Acosh aocos3 #+ Bsinh a sin P)

In order to perform the integration we expand t in Fourier series as follows.

First use

S =I - f-cos 0 + e2 Cos 2  _3 cos30 + f 4cos 4 0...
I + (;O

6
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then write the powers of cos' in terms of cos nO... to obtain

I ecose "cos n#
n=1

with

an= (--) n+2i n+i (4)

The series to calculate the coefficients an (summation over i) converges rapidly, each term being a

factor

C2 (n + 2i + 1)(n + 2i +2)
4 (n+i+1)(i+1)

smaller than the previous one.

7r

(P

Figure 3 Solution at r for force P at 4.

F

Figure 4 The reference axis now becomes tilted at an arbitrary angle .
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For the Fourier series also, only a few terms are necessary as the leading coefficient of an is g"-r.

Performing the integration term by term finally yields

(@ = ( X x X x -- Achc() + BAs()YM = 4af3EI xj22

M( 2) 2 X X 2r + Ashs(tk) + Bchc())

Q(O) = - aA - OB)chs(b) + (#A + aB)shc(t)

N(0) = - Mr t2 xX 2 - Ahs() - Bchc(i) (5)

where

chc(t) = cosh ao cos [ + a cosn(r + + d

0 0 r
a' [a. + 2B n ( - n)cosh aw sin P cos nO+ asinh a cos ft cos ni)

n=O L~I~-*j

+ () + n)cosh ai sin Pir cos nV + asinh aw cos37 cos nifi (6)

I have defined
a= an for n / 0

' = n for n =0.
2

Similarly

Bhs(V') = sinh a# sin 84 a', cos n(+ + +)

= a, n acosh arsinowcosnip - (p - n)sinhawcos3cosnif)

+ (acosh ar sin3l cos nip - (3 + n)shih r cosw cos no (7),+ 70-("'nsnIrros3rost
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shc(b) = sinh a# cos g'cos n(w + +
n=O

-O

= a'[ 1 _) -( n)sinhacosflwsin nok+ acosh ar sin fw cosno
n=O [a, + (8 -n)

+ I +(# + n)sinh ar cos Or sin no - acosh aw sin3ir cos n) (8)

dm(o) = cosh ao sin # a' cos n(w + + )

=T an [[2+ (/ - n)2] (-asinh aw cos Pw sin nO - (,0 - n)cosh air sin Pr sin n)

++ (+asinh air cos Or sin no + (P + n)cosh aw sin (w sin nip (9)

These formulas completely solve the problem for the loading forces. For the reaction forces we have

investigated two cases.

1. A single reaction force applied at G = 0 or 0 = w (Fig. 5). For this the formulas (3) can be used

directly.

2. In order to model the reaction of a central column we have chosen a force distributed as

sin 8 I cos 0. The 8th power for the sin term is a compromise. A higher power would give too

peaked a distribution which would then not be significantly different from a single force. For

too low a power we obtain that the effect on the outer section, between 0 = -I and 0 = 2

becomes important so that we would not appropriately model a column in the center.

This distribution is plotted in Fig. 6. In order to get the formulas for this case we have followed the

same procedure and expanded sin8 2 cos0 according to

sin2 cos 0 = -1 + 6 4 c 2 os + 16 cos2 9 cos2 + 2 cos 2

= -0.2187 + 0.3828 cos 0 - 0.2500 cos 20 + 0.1133 cos 30

- 0.03125 cos 40 + 0.004 cos 50 (10)
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Again term by term integration is performed and in fact the earlier formulas (5-9) apply, limiting the

sum to n = 5 with an taken from (10).

The magnitude of the reaction force (be it the single force or the distributed force) is varied

with a parameter frac that measures what fraction of the total net inward force, due to the magnetic

loading, is taken up by the reaction, the other fraction being taken up by the overall structure. The net

inward force is given by

Fj = f -,Cs0rdf
I 1+e Cos 0/ 1

= 2lrpo- [ - (11)

For the single reaction force we apply

F, = frac X 2 rpo [ -- 1

to the circular ring at G = 0 or 0 = r.

For the distributed force

256 1 r i 8
pr = frac X -- por- -1 sin -cosO,

49 LV',2 2

where the coefficient of sin 8 j cos 0 is such that for frac = 1, the net outward force exactly equals

the net inward magnetic force.

reaction force at 6 =7r reaction force at 8=0

Figure 5 Position of the concentrated reaction.
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RESULTS

Displacements, moments, transverse and tangential forces have been calculated for varying

values of q; (related to the stiffness of the structure k through ri = j + 1), and e (inverse aspect

ratio ft). Some deformed shapes are shown in Figs. 7 - 9.

Except in such extreme cases as where more than 50% of the net centering force is balanced by

a single point force on the inside or on the outside, the transverse force Q is always less than 30% of

the tangential force so that in our discussion we concentrate on moment and tangential force only. It

is helpful to calculate the sum of the tangential force acting on both legs of the coil in the horizontal

midplane, as in Fig. 10. The value of N + N2 is equal to

F = ON 2 log .

If there were no external force, and the coil had to take the total bursting force acting on it internally

with hoop stresses then the theoretical minimum for N, would be

Ni - . log
4w 2 G -

To within less than 10% (for e smaller than 0.5) this is equal to

,INI2  r
e 46 Re

Figure 6 Distributed reaction force.
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Figure 7 Single force on the inside t~=2 e= 0.45 frac = I (left), frac =0.25 (right).

.......

_7 I

Figure 8 Single force on the outside q; = 2 e = 0.45 frac = I (left), frac = 0.25 (right).

Figure 9 Distributed force on the inside q = 2 e = 0.45 frac = I (left), frac = 0.25 (right).
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which is the value one would obtain assuming a uniform pressure calculated from the current in the

coil and half the magnetic field at the center.

The value of N normalized for the case where the total reaction is taken up by a central cylinder

(distributed force), is shown in Fig. 11. If the net centering force is taken up internally we obtain the

results of Fig. 12. Except for the cases where more than 50% of the net centering force is taken up by a

single force on the outer leg, the value of N is always within 25% of 1.

The variation of moments is somewhat more complicated, as it is much more sensitive to e, q and

the fraction of the force taken up by an external reaction. Typical values of M/E as a function of

q and e for the case of a bucking cylinder taking the total net centering force are shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 14 assumes no bucking cylinder. The variation between no bucking cylinder and a bucking

cylinder taking up all the net centering force is shown in Fig. 15, for fixed e and q. Figure 16 gives the

same for a single force. Some conclusions can be drawn for the variation of the moments. First, there

is an optimal distribution of the net centering force between the reaction of the cylinder and the part

taken up by the internal structure. The smaller the aspect ratio, the larger the optimal fraction is that

should be taken up by a bucking cylinder. The moments are usually smaller for a larger aspect ratio,

while a stiffer structure always gives smaller moments for any aspect ratio. By properly choosing the

fractions taken up and the stiffness of the structure, it should be possible to keep M/ well below

0.02.

N, N2

Figure10 Tangential forces of the horizontil section.
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As both N and M vary (even though N only varies slightly) we are interested in what the

variation of the stresses will be once they are combined. Will stresses due to moments dominate or

need the structure be designed essentially for stresses due to N?

It is important to make the distinction between stresses due to tangential force and stresses due to

moments because they scale differently. And so will the total amount of structural material necessary,

depending on whether it is dimensioned for bending or tangential stresses.

For a tangential force, if the load quadruples (for a doubling of the magnetic field), the cross

section and thus the weight have to quadruple if the maximum allowable stress stays the same. The

structural material thus scales as B2.

For moments, as, = Q (where h X b are the dimension of the section of the coil, h being

measured in the radial direction), if the load quadruples the amount of material does not necessarily

have to quadruple. By increasing h, keeping b constant it is possible to keep the same maximum

allowable stress with only twice as much material. The structural material in this case scales asB.

One way of distinguishing between dominance of tangential force or moments is by comparing

the actual build ) of the coil with 9.

Indeed let
N 6M

Umax = +

=N I 6M)

N( 6M r
X r h)

If we call 9 = ( then if h > (b), it means that the normal force dominates, thus giving

a structural material weight scaling as B2 . If r < ()), the moment dominates and by increasing )

it is possible to have the structural material weight scale as B. Of course this increase of A will be

beneficial up to = at which point the weight will start to scale as B2 . It is also possible that for

reasons of access, or of power dissipation one would rather not increase h. Then of course weight will

scale asB 2 . Tis can be represented schematically in Fig. 17. Values of (h). are given in Figs. 18 and

19. The negative values of frac are for a single reaction force at 0 = 0 in both figures. Positive values
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Figure 17 Scaling of the weight with B, shown schematically.

of frac are for a single force at 0 = 7r in Fig. 18, and for a distributed force in Fig. 19. For most

present machines, the reaction force is provided by the wedging action of the nose of the coil or by

a bucking cylinder. If the wedging action of the nose of the coil is considered as taking up the forces

internally in a very local manner on the inside, then our model is not applicable because we have

assumed that the reaction constant k is really constant along the periphery of the coil. Alternatively,

we can view the vault of the coil casings on the inside as a central cylinder that provides a distributed

central reaction on the coils. The model is then applicable and we are thus somewhat in between

the case of a single central force (frac = 0.4 -- 1.0 of Fig. 18) and a distributed central reaction

(frac = 0.4 -+ 1.0 of Fig. 19). The radial build of the coil is usually not larger than h/r = 0.3.

Thus in general we have b < (h), and moments dominate. If however most of the centering force

is taken up internally by a well distributed out of plane structure, without central reaction force or

bucking cylinder, (h) becomes small so that h > ()), is easily satisfied, and the structure has to be

dimensioned essentially for the tangential force.

Our analysis thus shows that a more solid distributed intercoil structure would be beneficial. It

could take a larger fraction of the inward force thereby reducing the moments in the coil. We can

write down for M/LE at the minimum approximately M/r 29 < I. Since we had I ~ we

can write ()) = < % = 0.15e. Thus for (h) > 0.15f, the coil is not dominated py bending

stresses. Presently most of the net centering force is taken up by a bucking cylinder or by wedging
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of the nose of the coils only and M/ c- i so that (), ~ e. In order for the coil not to be

dominated by bending stresses it is necessary that I > e, which is not fulfilled in most present cases.

It is interesting to note that our model confirms the fact pointed out by Bobrov and Schultz

[71 that circular coils, when taking into account the structure that supports out of plane stresses, are

not necessarily moment dominated. In their model no additional reaction force was included. This

model goes further, in that it shows how circular coils may become moment dominated if most of the

reaction force is taken up by an external reaction (single force or distributed force). It also shows that

there is an optimum in the distribution of the centering force between the out of plane structure and a

central bucking cylinder. This optimum, however, contrary to present practice, lies for circular coils in

the direction of having a large fraction of the force being taken up by the out of plane structure. As of

now the purpose of the out of plane structure is mainly to take up torques and overturning moments

resulting from the interaction of poloidal coils with the current in the toroidal coils. Its usefulness in

taking up the net centering force should be recognized.

The fact that the addition of a small central reaction reduces the bending moment in the coils can

be understood qualitatively in the following way. Assume an infinitely rigid circular coil subjected to

the magnetic forces without central support. The net inward force will be taken up through the elastic

foundation by a rigid shift of the coil. It is easy to show that the net load on the coil then has a cos 2

dependence meaning that the coil tries to deform into an oblong shape. The moment at e = T is such

that it tries to reduce the radius of curvature there. Adding a small outward central reaction has the

opposite effect, thus decreasing the total moment. Recall further that in our analysis we have assumed

k, the reaction due to the out of plane structure, to be constant. A continuous rotationally symmetric

toroidal shell would have a larger k (stiffer) near 0 = w than near 0 = 0. How much larger depends

on the aspect ratio. The deformation of the toroidal shell is toward a D shape. The moment at 0 = 7

is then such that it tries to increase the radius of curvature. This is already past the optimum as the

addition of a central reaction would increase this moment.
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CONCLUSION

A simple method has been devised for the analysis of circular beams on elastic foundations

subjected to an arbitrary distribution of in plane loads. By expanding the load distribution in Fourier

components, the method can be applied to any particular case. Using this method to analyze the

magnetic load on toroidal coils we have shown the importance of the out of plane structure and of

the distribution of the net inward force between this structure and a central cylinder. A more solid

out of plane structure than normally used would be beneficial, as well as a better distribution of this

structure around the coils (wedging of the nose of the coils only is not a good practice). The out of

plane structure could take a larger fraction of'the inward force thereby reducing the moments in the

coil. The best approach to optimize toroidal coils may thus be to choose the coil shape such that

within other constraints the circumferential length is minimal; the design of the center support, the

out of plane structure and the distribution of the force between both are then optimized to minimize

the moments.
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